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Abstract. Word embeddings have been widely used in Natural Language Processing
as the input to neural networks. Such word embeddings can help in the understanding
of the final objective and the keywords in a sentence. As such, in this work, we study
the impact  of  different  word  embeddings  trained with  general  and specific  corpora
using Joint  Natural  Language  Understanding  in  a  Spanish  medication  domain.  We
generate data using templates for  training the model.  The model  is  used for  intent
detection and slot-filling. We compare word2vec and fastText as word embeddings and
ELMo and BERT as language  models.  We use three different  corpora to train the
embeddings: the training data generated for this scenario, the Spanish Wikipedia as
general domain and the Spanish drug database as specialized data. The best result
was obtained with word2vec continuous bag of  words model  learned with Spanish
Wikipedia,  obtaining  a  71.77% F1-score  for  intent  detection,  an intent  accuracy  of
69.37% and a 74.36% F1-score for slot-filling.
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1. Introduction

Chatbots, or virtual assistants, are computer programs that interact with the users
using text-based conversations.  Nowadays,  chatbots are  used for  numerous tasks,
such as booking plane flights, ordering food and learning new languages. The benefits
offered  by  such  virtual  assistants  can  significantly  improve  the  effectiveness  of
healthcare  services,  especially  when  offered  to  elderly  patients  and  children  [1].
Patients can interactively obtain support, information or medical diagnosis by chatting
with  a  virtual  assistant.  For  some  healthcare  services  like  reminding  the  medicine
intake, such chatbots can conveniently complement a health professional or personal
caretaker.  These  healthcare  chatbots  can  perform  interesting  tasks  for  users,  but
without a correct understanding of the circumstances under which the services are to
be offered, patients may obtain wrong information or wrong monitoring. In other words,
the chatbots should be intelligent enough to understand the scenario and the services
desired by the users. Hence, the first and most important aim of the virtual assistant is
to correctly understand the requests of the patients.
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Natural  Language  Understanding  (NLU)  is  a  subtopic  of  Natural  Language
Processing,  which  is  used  to  comprehend  what  an  input  text  means  and  act
consequently. NLU tries to predict the intention of the user and the keywords that the
user is saying in a sentence. The tasks that the NLU performs are intent detection and
slot-filling. Intent detection tries to label the sentence based on predefined intents [2].
Slot-filling can be defined as the action of tagging the words in a sentence with the slot
types. Moreover, NLU systems have a learning approach that is based on the statistical
representation of each word. This representation is obtained using embeddings. There
exist two types of embeddings: static word embeddings (e.g. word2vec [3] or fastText
[4]) which generates the same embedding for the same word regardless of the context,
and contextualized word embeddings (a.k.a. embeddings from language models) (e.g.
ELMo (Deep contextualized word representations) [5] or BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) [6]) which captures the word semantics in different
contexts.  Briefly,  word  embeddings  are  the  representation  of  a  word  that  is  in  a
vocabulary into a vector of numerical values. The input of these embeddings is a text
called corpus that serves to train the embedding. Corpus can be defined as a collection
of structured texts used to do statistical analysis.

An interesting approach to studying the effect of the corpus in word embeddings
was made by Wang et al. [7] where four different corpora in English were evaluated.
Furthermore, Neuraz et al. [8] compared fastText with ELMo for different tasks in the
clinical  domain  in  French.  Ghannay  et  al.  [9]  compared  five  different  embeddings
trained  in  English  and  French  in  five  benchmark  corpora  for  spoken  language
understanding. There are a few notable approaches with word embeddings in Spanish
medical domain.  Segura-Bedmar et  al.  [10] in their  work,  proposed an approach to
simplify Drug Package Leaflets. Soares et al. [11] evaluated fastText in two different
datasets.  To the best  of  the authors'  knowledge,  a detailed  study of  different  word
embeddings and language models learned with different corpora for medication domain
in Spanish has not been presented in literature before. Such a study can clearly reflect
the true state-of- the art of NLU in medical chatbots and inspire more intelligent and
advanced capabilities in medical chatbots.

As such, in this paper, we evaluate the impact of using general and specific corpora
to  learn  different  configurations  of  word  embeddings.  Furthermore,  we  test  it  in  a
medication domain, with data obtained from users. Finally, based on our evaluation, we
establish the best configuration for our NLU system intended to provide medication
management.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of
the system overview. Section 3 explains the methods used in the study.  Section 4
presents  and  discusses  the  findings  and  results.  Finally,  Section  5  presents  the
conclusions of the paper.

2. Scenario Overview

In our previous work [12], we developed a virtual assistant for managing medication
following a fixed interaction with options shown on a menu. After testing it with patients,
we observed that a more natural interaction with the virtual assistant could improve the
comfort of the users. Due to this necessity, we focused our work on adapting the virtual
assistant, adding Natural Language Understanding (NLU) techniques.

In existing NLU techniques, there are different embedding configurations, corpora
schemes and learning models. To find out the best configuration of embeddings and
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corpora, we use different embeddings and datasets to obtain the best results for the
medication domain. The different embeddings and datasets and the NLU system are
shown in Fig. 1. In a medication domain, due to privacy issues, there is no access to
corpus  obtained  from  patients.  Therefore,  we  have  generated  a  total  of  30,185
sentences based on templates and slot-filling for a medication scenario.

The proposed scenario uses the predictor multiLSTM [13]. This predictor uses bi-
LSTM-CRF for joint NLU tasks (both slot-filling and intent detection). multiLSTM uses a
corpus in IOB2 format to determine the intents and to detect the slots in a sentence.
The original multiLSTM works with word2vec embeddings, training the word2vec with
the generated data. We have adapted multiLSTM to be able to use fastText, ELMo and
BERT as embeddings for the input of the neural network, using different embeddings
trained with the proposed datasets for the comparison.

Fig. 1. Training scenario overview.

For our goal of comparing different embeddings and corpora to establish the best
one, we have fixed the generated data and the model which predicts the intents and
the slots. The study compares word2vec and fastText as word embeddings and ELMo
and  BERT  as  language  models.  The  baseline  is  a  word2vec  implementation  with
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continuous  skip-gram  model  which  has  been  trained  with  only  the  training  data
generated for the medication scenario.

3. Methods

In  this  section,  we explain  in  detail  the methods we use to generate data and
different embeddings, learning models and datasets used in the study.

3.1 Data generation for intent detection and slot filling

The data was generated using a set of 13,881 templates in total, for five different
predefined intents. Also, we have defined six files, one for each slot type defined in our
scenario. We have generated 20,000 sentences from these slots and templates for the
training  set  (used  during  the learning  process to  fit  the  parameters  of  the  model).
Additionally,  we have generated 5,000 sentences for  the development  set  (used to
evaluate the model while tuning the model's hyperparameters). Both generations was
obtained  using  the  algorithm  proposed  by  Boulanger,  described  in  [14].  We  have
further added additional sentences for seven basic intents, creating a total of 24,270
sentences for the training set and 5,915 sentences for the development set.  These
generated data have been used as an input to the multiLSTM, as well as a corpus to
train the embeddings.

3.2 Training dataset

In this study, we have utilized three different training datasets for comparison. The
first dataset is the data generated for training described in Section 3.1. The training
data has a  vocabulary  with size 4,291 and with 274,114 train tokens.  The second
dataset was obtained from the Spanish Wikipedia. This dataset has a vocabulary with
size 2,968,376 and with 683,501,282 train tokens. To be able to observe if a specific
corpus in the domain has a positive impact on the results, we use the third dataset
obtained from the Spanish medication database [15]. This dataset has a vocabulary
with size 152,393 and with 143,741,382 train tokens. We have obtained the information
pamphlet from 12,736 drugs and the technical datasheet from 12,813 drugs.

3.3 Embeddings

This study analyzes 13 different configurations of embeddings and corpora. As a
baseline, we have a word2vec implementation with continuous skip-gram model of 300
dimensions  trained  with  the  generated  training  set.  Also,  we  have  a  word2vec
implementation  with  continuous  bag  of  words  (CBOW)  model  of  300  dimensions
trained  with  the  generated  training  set,  the  Wikipedia  corpus,  and  the  Spanish
medication database. fastText embedding (using 300 dimensions and CBOW model)
was trained with the generated training set,  the Wikipedia corpus, and the Spanish
medication database. ELMo embedding of 512 dimensions was trained with Wikipedia
corpus and ELMo embedding of  1,024 dimensions was trained with  the generated
training set and Spanish medication database. Finally, we have BERT embedding of
768 dimensions trained with the generated training set, the Wikipedia corpus, and the
Spanish medication database.

3.4 Test data

We have developed a chatbot with a specific conversation about patient medication
management to collect the test data. We have obtained a total of 456 sentences from
14 people between 22 and 66 years old. We have manually filtered the sentences to
obtain a final number of 382 sentences as test data. This filtering was made as not all
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the  sentences  fit  the  proposed  intents  defined  in  our  scenario  of  the  medication
domain. The test data has a vocabulary with size 291 and with 1,093 tokens. This
vocabulary has 105 unknown words compared with the generated data for the training
set.  Comparing  with  Spanish  Wikipedia,  this  vocabulary  has  11  unknown  words.
Finally, this vocabulary has 34 unknown words compared with the Spanish medication
database.

4. Results and Discussion

The  results  obtained  from  the  simulations  performed  with  the  different
configurations  are  shown in  Table  1.  We have  used  a  weighted  F1-score  and  an
accuracy score to evaluate the results of the different configurations of embeddings
and corpora. F1-score is defined by the equation 1, where precision is the division
between the number of correct positive results (true positives, TP) and the number of
all positive results obtained by the model (TP and false positives, FP). Recall is the
division between the number of  correct  positive results (TP) and the number of  all
samples that should have been identified as positive (TP and false negatives, FN). The
best value for F1-score is 1 and the worst is 0. 

F1=2·
precision·recall
precision+recall

=
2· TP

2 ·TP+FP+FN
(1)

The best result was obtained with word2vec CBOW model trained with the Spanish
Wikipedia, obtaining an F1-score of 74.36% for slot-filling, an F1-score of 71.77% for
intent detection and an intent accuracy of 69.37%. The result of ELMo configuration
trained with our generated data was obtained using the average of three layers and the
results  of  ELMo  configuration  trained  with  Spanish  Wikipedia  and  the  Spanish
medication  database  were  obtained  using  the  second  LSTM  hidden  layer,  as  we
observed that they had the best results. The best results for BERT configuration were
obtained summing together the last four layers (each layer with 768 dimensions).

Table 1. Results for Joint NLU (in %).

Method Intent
F1-score

Intent
accuracy

Slot
F1-score

Baseline on generated data 69.08 67.02 64.81
Word2vec CBOW on generated data 60.03 57.33 58.95
Word2vec CBOW on Wiki 71.77 69.37 74.36
Word2vec CBOW on medication database 56.47 54.71 58.74
fastText on generated data 65.10 63.87 64.66
fastText on Wiki 68.29 68.85 72.92
fastText on medication database 59.59 58.12 56.60
ELMo on generated data 65.93 64.66 62.43
ELMo on Wiki 70.17 68.32 74.15
ELMo on medication database 65.41 65.71 62.50
BERT on generated data 66.57 64.92 70.55
BERT on Wiki 58.91 53.66 63.28
BERT on medication database 64.13 60.73 67.96
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Comparing the results obtained with different training datasets, we observe the best
results are obtained with the models that are trained with Spanish Wikipedia except for
BERT. It seems that BERT has better performance when the training data is smaller
and  specific  for  the  scenario.  The  worst  results  are  obtained  with  the  medication
database in most of the embeddings. These results may be due to the fact that the
medication database uses frequently  a technical  language,  and in  this  context,  the
vocabulary used by the user with the virtual assistant is not very technical; usually the
name of the medication is the only technical term in the conversation.

The main limitation of this model is the fact that our system predicts one of the
defined intents and is not able to detect any other intent if the sentence is off-topic.
Hence, as mentioned in Section 3.4, we need to filter the sentences obtained from the
users to obtain only sentences that fit the intents of this scenario. This particular aspect
of the model will be studied and enhanced further in future works.

5. Conclusions

The  purpose  of  this  study  is  to  obtain  the  best  result  and  discuss  different
configurations  of  embeddings  with  different  corpora  for  a  medication  management
scenario.  Such  comparative  study  can  help  in  understanding  the  effectiveness  of
existing NLU techniques in medical domain and facilitate more advanced and intelligent
features in chatbots. In our analysis, the NLU models in the medication domain show
better results with the word2vec implementation with CBOW model, learned with the
Spanish Wikipedia. This configuration can be considered as the best option to use in
our virtual assistant. At this moment, we are working on adapting our virtual assistant
with the NLU system obtained in this work.
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